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Carpenter ACE
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Fabric Description 
Function: Soft and comfortable, with 
good durability and resistance to wear 
and tear. Construction: Canvas  Com-
position: 100% cotton 
Weight: 350 g/m² 

Reinforcing fabric
Function: Extremely durable
Construction: Dobby weave
Composition: 100% polyamide 
Weight: 220 g/m² 

Carpenter ACE has more clever details 
than ever before!

Knee pockets 
for CE approved kneepads 
972294, 972290 or 972292

Carpenter ACE

Drill bit/secure 
pocket 
with zip

Pen pocket
in left tool pocket too

Reinforced tool 
pockets

D-ring and removable key 
strap in pocket

Double 
tool pockets,
reinforced

Pen pocket

ID card pocket
under the tool
pocket

Reinforcing
fabric

Mobile phone 
pocket

Leg pocket
with zip

Hammer loop

Hammer loop

Side pockets Reinforced
back pockets

Pocket for 
First Aid, etc.

Pre-bent knees 
for better comfort

Reflective piping 
make you more visible 
in the dark

Leg pocket
for pens
and small tools

Knife button 
and holder
for both single
and double knives

Reinforced rule 
pocket
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Pirate trousers, Carpenter ACE

The same functions as the carpenter trousers. The pirate 
trousers have a drawstring for adjusting the width at the 
bottom of the leg. Use matching, approved short knee-
pads, order no: 972291 or 972293. Fabric: Canvas, 100% 
cotton, 350 g/m². Wash 60º.
 
Size:  44 - 62

Order no: 680070846  Clay
 680070869  Navy
 680070899  Black

Carpenter ACE

Carpenter trousers, Carpenter ACE

Carpenter trouser with many functional pockets and com-
partments for tools, keys etc. Tool pockets, double ham-
mer loops, leg pocket with zip, and pockets for mobile 
phone, first aid, drill bits, ID card and pens. A small pocket 
on the lower leg makes it easier to work when kneeling. 
Most of the pockets are reinforced for good durability. 
Reflective piping on the left leg also provides some visibil-
ity in the dark. There is a removable key strap in the right 
pocket. The trousers are reinforced with polyamide in 
exposed areas. Use matching, approved, long kneepads, 
order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Fabric: Canvas, 
100 % cotton, 350 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

Order no: 675070846  Clay
 675070869  Navy
 675070899  Black

Shorts, Carpenter ACE

Same functions as the carpenter trousers, but the 
shorts do not have knee pockets. Fabric: Canvas, 
100% cotton, 350 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 62

Order no: 040070846  Clay
 040070869  Navy
 040070899  Black

Floor laying trousers, Carpenter ACE

Floor laying trousers, with pockets with enough room for car-
pet-laying knives. In addition, the trousers have practical 
pockets and compartments for tools, double hammer loops, 
a leg pocket with zip, mobile phone pocket and ID card 
pocket. Most of the pockets plus the knees and below-knee 
area are reinforced for good durability. Use matching, 
approved, long kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 
972292. Fabric: Canvas, 100% cotton, 350 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 124,  148 - 156

Order no: 681070836  Grey
 681070899  Black
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ACE trousers in a great colour!
Carpenter ACE

Carpenter trousers, Carpenter ACE Unisex

Carpenter trouser with many functional pockets and com-
partments for tools, keys etc. Tool pockets, double hammer 
loops, leg pocket with zip, and pockets for mobile phone, 
first aid, drill bits, ID card and pens. A small pocket on the 
lower leg makes it easier to work when kneeling. Most of 
the pockets are reinforced for good durability. Reflective 
piping on the left leg also provides some visibility in the 
dark. There is a removable key strap in the right pocket. 
The trousers are reinforced with polyamide in exposed 
areas. Use matching, approved, long kneepads, order no: 
972294, 972290 or 972292. Fabric: Canvas, 100% cotton, 
350 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size: Men's: 42 - 60 Women's: See table on the right!

Order no: 675070875  Ocean

Suitable for both
men & women! 
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Carpenter ACE

Cargo trousers, Carpenter ACE

Cargo trousers with practical leg pocket (with zip), mobile 
phone and pen pocket. There is a removable key strap in 
the right pocket. The fabric feels like cotton but it is a 
polyester/cotton mix, which gives good durability and 
colourfastness. The brushed reverse side gives the gar-
ment a comfortable feel. Fabric: Canvas, 65% polyester/
35% cotton, 310 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 60, 92 - 124, 146 - 156

Order no: 676073846  Clay
 676073899  Black

Flannel shirt, Carpenter ACE

Björnkläder's pre-washed flannel shirt in comfortable 
brushed cotton. Practical chest pockets and a pocket 
on the left side. Fabric: Flannel, 100% cotton, 230 g/
m². Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no: 964074069  Navy/blue
 964074099  Black/grey

Flannel hoodie, Carpenter ACE

An updated version of the flannel shirt, now even 
more fashionable! This pre-washed flannel hoodie has 
a zip at the front and a Carpenter ACE print on the side 
for the right look. Practical chest pockets and a pocket 
on the left side. Single jersey inside the hood. Fabric: 
Flannel, 100% cotton, 230 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no: 967074069  Navy/blue
 967074099  Black/grey
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Carpenter ACE

Bonded fleece jacket, Carpenter ACE

Wind and water resistant fleece jacket. The fabric is 
a three-layer fleece with black mesh on the inside. 
Reinforced with polyamide. The jacket has many 
functional pockets and a practical inner pocket. 
There is a removable key strap in the right pocket. 
Fabric: Laminated fleece, 100% polyester, 325 g/
m². The material has 5000 mm waterproofing and 
breathes 2000 g/m²/24h. However, the jacket 
seams are not taped. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 930079746  Clay
 930079769  Navy

930079799  Black

Sweat jacket with hood, Carpenter ACE

A hooded jacket with print on the left side, 
brushed inside for a comfortable feeling and rein-
forced with canvas in exposed places. There is an 
inner pocket and mobile phone pocket on the 
inside. There is a removable key strap in the right 
pocket. The garment is pre-washed, which gives a 
comfortable feel and reduces the risk of shrinkage. 
Variations in colour may occur. Fabric: Tricot, 80% 
cotton / 20% Polyester, 340 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 929079846  Clay
 929079869  Navy

929079899  Black

Soft-shell jacket, Carpenter ACE

Water resistant jacket in three-layer softshell ripstop with good 
breathability. The ripstop makes the material extra strong and 
prevents tears, minimises damage from holes and is still as soft 
and comfortable. An extra detail is the printed pattern on the 
jacket's fleece inner. Waterproof zipper. There is an inner pocket 
and mobile phone pocket on the inside. There is a removable key 
strap in the right pocket. Fabric: Softshell/ripstop, printed fleece 
inner, 85% polyester/15% polyurethane, 285 g/m². The material 
has 7000 mm waterproofing and breathes 15,000 g/m²/24h. 
However, the jacket seams are not taped. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 928076146  Clay
 928076199  Black
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Sweatshirt with long zip

Sweatshirt with full-length zip and two pockets, the 
right one with an extra zipped pocket. Fabric: 80% 
cotton/20% polyester, 340g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 933079869  Navy
 933079899  Black

Carpenter ACE

Sweatshirt with short zip

Sweatshirt with short zip in the collar and two pockets, 
the right one with an extra zipped pocket. Fabric: 80% 
cotton/20% polyester, 340g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 064079869  Navy
 064079899  Black

Jacket, Carpenter ACE

A new bold, two-colour jacket in the ACE collection. The 
jacket has a hood with zip, adjustable sleeve ends, chest 
pocket, pen pocket and two practical side pockets. There 
is a D-ring in the right pocket, for example, for attaching 
a key strap. Inside there are two inner pockets, one of 
which closes with a zip. Fabric canvas, 100% cotton, 
350/m². Reinforcement 100% polyamide on yoke and 
elbows etc. Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 710070846  Clay
 710070869  Navy
 710070899  Black

New!
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T-shirt with print, Carpenter ACE

T-shirt with print on the left side. The garment is pre-
washed, which gives a comfortable feel and reduces 
the risk of shrinkage. Variations in colour may occur. 
Fabric: Tricot/Single jersey 100% cotton, 230 g/m². 
Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 062179501  White
 062179520  Orange
 062179546  Clay
 062179569  Navy
 062179599  Black

Carpenter ACE

8

New!

T-shirt with print, Carpenter ACE

New prints on Björnkläder's popular ACE T-shirt. 
The garment is pre-washed, which gives a comfort-
able feel and reduces the risk of shrinkage. Varia-
tions in colour may occur. Fabric: Tricot/Single 
jersey 100% cotton, 230 g/m², Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 062379520  Orange
 062379546  Clay
 062379599  Black
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Carpenter ACE

Hat, Carpenter ACE

Rib-stitched hat in comfort-
able cotton. Fabric: 100% 
cotton. Black.

Order no: 096070099

Cap, Carpenter ACE

Stylish cap! Fabric: Canvas, 
100% cotton, 350 g/m². 
Black.

Order no: 097070099

Belt, Carpenter ACE

Cotton belt with ACE print and bottle 
opener on the back of the buckle. Fabric: 
100% cotton, metal buckle. Length 130 
cm. Black with print.

Order no: 080070099  

Polo shirt, Carpenter ACE

Polo shirt in the most comfortable cotton. The gar-
ment is pre-washed, which gives a comfortable feel 
and reduces the risk of shrinkage. Variations in 
colour may occur. Fabric: Tricot/Piqué, 100% cot-
ton, 230 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 060071146  Clay
 060071167  Misty blue
 060071169  Navy
 060071199  Black

 T-shirt, Carpenter ACE

Same T-shirt as above but without the print. Fab-
ric: Tricot/Single jersey 100% cotton, 230 g/m². 
Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 062079501  White
 062079569  Navy
 062079599  Black
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Carpenter trousers, Jubilee Carpenter

The trousers have an excellent fit and are reinforced in exposed 
areas, including the knees and below the knees. Roomy, dura-
ble side pockets, D-rings and clever solutions to keep your 
mobile phone, keys etc. organised. An ID card pocket is located 
under the tool pocket on the right. Practical rule pocket and 
extra leg pocket with zip. The knee pockets have an improved 
design and dimensions to comply with the new CE standard. 
Use matching, approved, long kneepads, order no: 972294, 
972290 or 972292. Cotton, 350 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 60 (Black: 44 - 64),  96 - 120,  146 - 156

Order no: 665000436  Grey
 665000499  Black
 665000469  Navy
 665000442  Khaki

Carpenter trousers class 1

Carpenter trousers, Class 1. The trousers have an excellent fit 
and are reinforced in exposed areas, including the knees and 
below the knees. Roomy, durable side pockets, D-rings and 
clever solutions to keep your mobile phone, keys etc. organ-
ised. An ID card pocket is located under the tool pocket on 
the right. Practical rule pocket and extra leg pocket with zip. 
The knee pockets have an improved design and dimensions 
to comply with the new CE standard. Use matching, 
approved, long kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 
972292. Cotton, 350 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 120,  146 - 156
CE: EN471-1

Order no: 665170469  Navy
 665170499  Black

EN 471 
Class 1

Jubilee Carpenter

Fabric Description 
Function: Soft and comfortable, 
with good durability and resistance 
to wear and tear. Construction: Twill 
Composition: 100% cotton 
Weight: 350 g/m² 

Reinforcing fabric
Function: Extremely durable
Construction: Two-shaft binding
Composition: 100% polyamide 
Weight: 220 g/m² 

Jubilee Carpenter
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Jacket with extra visibility

Jacket with areas in high-visibility colour, reflective 
details on shoulders and sleeves. Chest pocket, pen 
pocket, two side pockets, the right one with secure 
pocket and D-ring. Two inner pockets, one of 
which closes with a zip. Extra length at the back for 
good comfort. Fabric 100% cotton, 350 g/m², 
high-visibility areas 80% polyester/20% cotton 
300 g/m². Wash 60°.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 712010469  Navy/yellow
 712010499  Black/yellow

New!

New jacket with visible details!
Jubilee Carpenter
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Jubilee Carpenter  
also for women!

Jubilee Carpenter

Women's trousers, Jubilee Carpenter

The trousers have a women's fit and are reinforced in 
exposed areas, including the knees and below the knees. 
Roomy, durable side pockets, D-rings and clever solu-
tions to keep your mobile phone, keys etc. organised. 
An ID card pocket is located under the tool pocket on 
the right. Practical rule pocket and extra leg pocket with 
zip. The trousers have a clever double hem, which 
means they can be lengthened by unpicking a single 
seam. Your new longer trousers are then already 
hemmed and ready to wear. The knee pockets have an 
improved design and dimensions to comply with the 
new CE standard. Use matching, approved, long knee-
pads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Cotton, 
350 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  34 - 50 (Cerise:  36 - 48)

Order no: 640000423  Cerise
 640000469  Navy
 640000499  Black
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Jubilee Carpenter

Rubber kneepads

Strong kneepads in black rubber. The knee-
pads are available in two lengths. The appro-
priate length is stated in the trouser 
description. The kneepads mould themselves 
to the knees, so you are stable even when 
kneeling. 

Order no: 972290  290x147x16 mm
 972291  240x147x16 mm

Polythene kneepads

Strong kneepads in grey polythene. The 
kneepads are available in two lengths. 
The appropriate length is stated in the 
trouser description. 

Order no: 972292  290x147x20 mm
 972293  240x147x20 mm

Kneepads in extra strong rubber/PU

Our strongest kneepads in rubber/PU. The 
rubber and polyurethane combination gives 
good comfort. The kneepads mould them-
selves to the knees, so you are stable even 
when kneeling.  

Order no: 972294  290x147x30 mm  

Dungarees, Jubilee Carpenter

Cotton dungarees with a good fit and strong rein-
forcements to make this garment a durable com-
panion! Plenty of pockets, tool pockets, back 
pockets, side and rule pockets. Mobile phone 
pocket and a zipped security pocket, e.g. for your 
wallet. Key holder. D-rings and ID card holder. Use 
matching, approved, long kneepads, order no: 
972294, 972290 or 972292. Fabric: 100% cotton, 
weight 350 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  46 - 60,  100 - 120,  148 - 154

Order no: 156000436  Grey
 156000469  Navy
 156000499  Black
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Shorts, Jubilee Carpenter

These shorts have an excellent fit, and reinforced tool 
pockets. Roomy, durable side pockets, D-rings and 
clever solutions to keep your mobile phone, keys etc. 
organised. An ID card pocket is located under the tool 
pocket on the right. Practical rule pocket and extra leg 
pocket with zip. Cotton, 350 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 60

Order no: 033000436  Grey
033000469  Navy
033000499  Black

Pirate trousers, Jubilee Carpenter

Pirate trousers with reinforcements. ID card pocket, 
tool pockets, back pockets, rule pocket, leg pocket 
with space for mobile phone. Zipped leg pocket. Cot-
ton, 350 g/m². Use matching, approved short knee-
pads, order no: 972291 or 972293. Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 60

Order no: 670070469  Navy Discontinued colour!
 670070499  Black

Jubilee Carpenter
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Jubilee Carpenter

Jacket, Jubilee Carpenter

Tough, well-fitting jacket in 100% cotton. Pre-bent 
sleeves give you a natural working position and excel-
lent freedom of movement. The sleeves are also rein-
forced where it's needed. Adjustable both at waist and 
cuff. Two large chest pockets, two roomy side pockets, 
inner pocket and pocket for mobile phone. ID card 
pocket, D-ring and key holder. 350 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 722070469  Navy
 722070499  Black

Tool vest, Jubilee Carpenter

Tool vest with compact padding at the shoulders and a 
cut that distributes the weight efficiently. Tighten the 
stretch belt at the waist if you want to distribute the 
weight onto your hips. Comfortable. Four reinforced tool 
pockets, two chest pockets, drill bit pocket and mobile 
phone pocket. Double hammer loops and knife holder. 
Lined with mesh at the back and across the chest for 
ventilation. Cotton, 350 g/m². Black. Wash 60º.

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no: 447070499    

Fleece vest Jubilee Carpenter

The fleece provides warmth at the same time as it 
transports moisture away from your body. The vest is 
reinforced with polyamide, and has a zipped pocket, 
mobile phone pocket and a clever key holder. Colour: 
Black/grey. 100% polyester 320 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 454009899    
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Twenty-Four-Seven
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Twenty-Four-Seven - so comfortable
you won't want to take it off!

Jacket Niche

Jacket with high protective collar, bellows chest 
pocket, side pockets and inner pocket with zip. 
Inner mobile phone pocket. Extended back. All 
external zips and buttons are hidden to protect 
products against unwelcome scratch marks. Wash 
60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 709002438  Darkgrey/black
 709002441  Light khaki/dark grey
 709002469  Navy/black

Carpenter trousers Niche

Carpenter trousers with reinforced tool pockets with divisions for 
small tools and a Talmeter pocket. The back bellows pockets both 
have flaps for secure and comfortable storage. Leg pockets and rule 
pocket, mobile phone pocket. Reinforced knees and knee pockets 
with internal stop to keep the kneepads in place. ID card pocket.  
Use matching, approved, long kneepads, order no: 972294, 
972290 or 972292. Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120,  146 - 156

Order no: 213172438  Darkgrey/black
 213172441  Light khaki/dark grey
 213172469  Navy/black
 213172499  Black/black

Carpenter trousers
A mix of 65% polyester and 35% 
cotton, uniting the best properties 
of both fabrics. The weight is 245 
g/m² and we have lightly brushed 
the fabric on the inside for 
increased comfort. The garment 
has good colourfastness, good 
durability, low shrinkage and a long 
life. All in all, a good total cost!

Twenty-Four-Seven
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Twenty-Four-Seven

The foreman's favourite 
coat!

A traditional garment. Fastens with 
snap fasteners. Comes with chest 
pocket as well as two reinforced 
external side pockets. Fabric: Poly-
ester/cotton. Fabric weight: 245 
g/m². Colour: Navy. Wash 85º.

Size:  S - XL

Order no: 513001369    

Make your own combinations!

Trousers Up Front

Trousers with two large leg pockets, the right with mobile 
phone pocket, back pockets with flap and roomy side 
pockets. We have reinforced the bottom of the side pock-
ets so the lining will last through the trousers' lifetime. But-
tons and zip placement has been designed for product 
safety. 65% polyester/35% cotton, 245 g/m². Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120,  146 - 156

Order no: 671002438  Dark grey/grey
 671002469  Navy/blue
 671002499  Black/darkgrey

Sweat jacket Up Front

Sweat jacket with elasticity to give you freedom of 
movement while working. Five pockets in total, includ-
ing mobile phone pocket. Goes well with Björnkläder's 
other collections! 80% cotton/20% polyester, 340g/
m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 923079869  Navy
 923079899  Black
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Technique

Quite simply clever and practical clothing!Quite simply clever and practical clothing!
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Trousers with visibility

Trousers with extra visibility; the trousers' grey reflective 
details are really visible when light hits the garment. Fan-
tastic fit and lots of practical pockets. Use matching, 
approved, long kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 
972292. Fabric: 65% polyester/35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  92 - 120,  146 - 158

Order no: 684072436  Grey
 684072469  Navy
 684072499  Black

Carpenter trousers

Carpenter trousers with a really good fit and func-
tional pockets for tools. A practical leg pocket, with 
extra pocket for mobile phone, rule pocket, knife 
button and ID card pocket. Hidden knife and waist 
button to reduce the risk of scratch marks, for exam-
ple, on cars. The knees are reinforced with polya-
mide. Use matching, approved, long kneepads, 
order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Fabric: 65% 
polyester/35% cotton, 245 g/m². Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 64,  92 - 120,  146 - 158

Order no: 693072436  Grey
 693072469  Navy
 693072499  Black

Technique, polyester/cotton

Carpenter shorts

Carpenter shorts with tried and tested tool 
pockets, the right tool pocket is reinforced 
with polyamide. Many practical pockets for 
tools. Hidden knife and waist button to reduce 
the risk of scratch marks, for example, on cars. 
Rule pocket and leg pocket with room, for 
example, for telephone, notepad and first aid 
kit. Fabric: 65 % polyester/35 % cotton, 245 
g/m², Black. Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 64

Order no: 034072499      New!
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Sweatshirt with extra visibility

Sweatshirt with high-visibility areas and small reflective 
details that make you visible. Two side pockets, the right one 
with secure pocket and D-ring. Fabric 100% cotton, 300 g/
m², High-Visibility fabric: 50% cotton/50% polyester, Wash 
40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 936019869  Navy/yellow
 936019899  Black/yellow
 936029899  Black/orange

New!

21

Technique
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Tough garments with a long life!

Jacket

When it comes to fit and design, we have been inspired 
by the denim jacket. We have added practical pockets, 
both inside and out. The jacket has stylish contrast 
colour seams, while pre-bent sleeves make a good work-
ing posture easier. 65% polyester and 35% cotton, 245 
g/m². Wash 85º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 720072436  Grey
 720072469  Navy
 720072499  Black

Technique, polyester/cotton

Trousers

Trousers with superb fit, lots of practical pockets, and 
internal knee pockets at the right height. Pre-bent legs. 
Stylish contrast colour seams.  Use matching, approved, 
long kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 
65% polyester and 35% cotton, 245 g/m². Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 120,  146 - 158

Order no: 673072436  Grey
 673072469  Navy
 673072499  Black

Women's trousers

Women's trousers with superb fit, lots of practical 
pockets, and internal knee pockets at the right 
height. Pre-bent legs. Stylish contrast colour 
seams.  Use matching, approved, long kneepads, 
order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 65% poly-
ester and 35% cotton, 245 g/m². Are your trou-
sers too short? Unpick the seams, and the 
trousers are lengthened and hemmed!. Wash 
85º.

Size:  34 - 54

Order no: 644072436  Grey
 644072469  Navy
 644072499  Black

Pirate trousers

Pirate trousers with many functional pockets, including rule 
pocket, pen pocket, leg pocket with space, for example, for 
telephone, notepad and first aid kit. Internal kneepads and 
pre-bent knees. D-ring to secure items such as key strap. Use 
kneepad, order no: 972291 or 972293. Fabric: 65% polyes-
ter/35% cotton, 245 g/m², Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 62,  92 - 120

Order no: 683072436  Grey
 683072469  Navy
 683072499  Black

New!
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A collection that fits perfectly!

Shorts

Shorts with superb fit, roomy side pockets and two 
back pockets, one of which with flap. There is a 
large practical pocket with flap on the left leg and a 
mobile phone pocket and a rule pocket on the right 
leg. Contrast colour seams. Fabric: 65% Polyester/
35% Cotton, 245 g/m². Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 62

Order no: 023072436  Grey
 023072469  Navy
 023072499  Black

Carpenter trousers
A mix of 65% polyester and 35% 
cotton, uniting the best properties 
of both fabrics. The weight is 245 
g/m² and we have lightly brushed 
the fabric on the inside for 
increased comfort. The garment 
has good colourfastness, good 
durability, low shrinkage and a long 
life. All in all, a good total cost!

Technique, polyester/cotton

Boiler suit with zip

Boiler suit with zip, with pre-bent sleeves and 
legs for a better fit. Contrast colour seams. Plenty 
of pockets, including rule and leg pockets, to 
make your work easier. We have placed knee 
pockets on the inside.  Use matching, approved, 
long kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 
972292. 65% polyester and 35% cotton, 245 g/
m². Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 64,  146 - 158

Order no: 883072436  Grey
 883072469  Navy
 883072499  Black

Vest dungarees

Vest dungarees with plenty of pockets, 
pre-bent trouser legs and internal knee 
pockets. Contrast colour seams. Use 
matching, approved, long kneepads, 
order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 
65% polyester and 35% cotton, 245 
g/m². Navy. Wash 85º.

Size:  46 - 60

Order no: 146072469    

Dungarees

Dungarees with adjustable elastic straps. 
Pre-bent trouser legs, leg pockets, rule 
pocket and mobile phone pocket, back 
pockets and chest pockets. Contrast colour 
seams. Use matching, approved, long 
kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 
972292. 65% polyester and 35% cotton, 
245 g/m². Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120

Order no: 121072436  Grey
 121072469  Navy
 121072499  Black
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Cotton shorts

Shorts with superb fit, roomy side pockets and two back 
pockets, one of which with flap. There is a large practical 
pocket with flap on the left leg and a mobile phone 
pocket and a rule pocket on the right leg. Stylish con-
trast colour seams. Fabric: 100% Cotton, 300 g/m². 
Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 62

Order no: 023070369  Navy Discontinued colour!
 023070399  Black

Technique is also available in cotton!

Technique, 100% cotton

Carpenter trousers
100% cotton. We selected a 
cotton twill with a weight of 
300 g/m², to attain a combi-
nation of comfort and 
strength. Easy-to-wear.

Boiler suit in cotton with snap fasteners

Boiler suit with pre-bent sleeves and legs that contribute to 
the better fit. Plenty of pockets, including rule and leg pock-
ets, to make your work easier. We have placed knee pockets 
on the inside. With buttons. Use matching, approved, long 
kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 100% cot-
ton. Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 64,  146 - 158

Order no: 883170369  Navy
 883170399  Black

Cotton trousers

Cotton trousers with superb fit, lots of practical pockets and 
internal knee pockets at the right height. Pre-bent legs. 
Stylish contrast colour seams. Use matching, approved, long 
kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 100% 
cotton. Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 120,  146 - 158

Order no: 673070369  Navy
 673070399  Black
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On Duty
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Service trousers

A really smart, stylish and practical pair of trousers in Cotton-
rich quality. Leg pocket with double compartments, one of 
which with zip. Two back pockets with flap, side pockets, 
one with coin pocket, and double pen pockets on the left leg. 
Fabric: 60% cotton/40% polyester, 245 g/m², Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

Order no: 682072069  Navy
 682072099  Black

New!

On Duty

Smart and practical service trousers!
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Softshell jacket, On Duty

Water resistant, windproof and stretch for 
freedom of movement. Four-way stretch. 
86% polyester/14% spandex, 355 g/m². 
10,000 mm waterproofing, breathes 5000 
g/m². However, the jacket seams are not 
taped. Black. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no:  927075999  

Hoodie, On Duty

A durable jacket made in a mix of 80% cotton 
and 20% polyester. Weight 340 g/m², softly 
brushed on the inside. Hood, pockets and full-
length zip. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 926079854  Khaki green
 926079869  Navy
 926079899  Black

Polo shirt, On Duty

Front zip, chest pocket. The same fabric as in 
our T-shirts; stretchy, super functional polyester, 
moisture absorbent and quick drying. 100% 
polyester, 170 g/m². Quick Dry. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 057079301  White
 057079354  Khaki green
 057079369  Navy
 057079399  Black

T-shirt, On Duty

Classic T-shirt with breast pocket. Stretchy, 
super functional polyester, moisture absor-
bent and quick drying. Excellent fit. 100% 
polyester, 170 g/m². Quick Dry. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 056079301  White
 056079354  Khaki green
 056079369  Navy
 056079399  Black

On Duty

Comfortable clothing in a modern design!
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On Duty

Classic polo shirt

Classic polo shirt with a practical pocket 
on the left breast, manufactured in 
quick-drying fabric. Fabric: 100% poly-
ester, 160g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 063079301  White
 063079369  Navy
 063079399  Black

Two-colour polo shirt

Two colour polo shirt with front zip and a 
practical pocket on the left breast, manu-
factured in quick-drying fabric. Fabric: 
100% polyester, 160g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 061079301  White
 061079335  Grey
 061079369  Navy
 061079399  Black

Decor stripe on the 
back of the two-colour 
polo shirt!
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Fleece jacket

Fleece jacket with elastic drawstring at the 
bottom, chest pocket with two roomy side 
pockets, the right with an extra zipped pocket 
and D-ring. Fabric: 100% polyester, 260 g/
m², Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 934079736  Grey
 934079769  Navy
 934079799  Black

On Duty

Comfortable fleece jacket!

Fleece jacket, women's

Women's fleece jacket with elastic draw-
string at the bottom, chest pocket with two 
roomy side pockets, the right with an extra 
zipped pocket and D-ring. Fabric: 100% 
polyester, 260 g/m², Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 555079725  Red
 555079769  Navy
 555079799  Black
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Requirement standards - flame resistant garments

Brief information about the standard for our flame 
resistant & flame resistant/high visibility collection
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Requirement standards - flame resistant garments

Electric arcs cause around 
40% of all electrical accidents
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Flame resistant 370 g/m²

Jacket

Flame resistant high visibility jacket with pre-bent sleeves, 
adjustable at the bottom for good comfort. Several prac-
tical pockets, ID card pocket and detachable key strap. 
Inside the jacket, there is a large inner pocket with zip as 
well as a mobile phone pocket. The jacket closes with a 
zip. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, 
canvas, approx. 370 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

CE: EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 779076269  Navy/red
 779076299  Black/grey

Light, comfortable, safe clothing!

Carpenter trousers

Functional flame resistant carpenter trousers with 
tool pockets, rule pocket, knife button, hammer 
loop, mobile pocket, first-aid pocket, leg pocket, ID 
card pocket, pen pockets and detachable key strap 
as well as pre-bent knees with internal knee pock-
ets. Use matching, approved, long kneepads, order 
no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Fabric: 77% cot-
ton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, canvas, approx. 
370 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120,  146 - 156

CE: EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 208076269  Navy/red
 208076299  Black/grey

Fabric Description
For our flame resistant and flame resistant/high visibility collection, we have used a fabric woven in canvas. 
The fabric has good properties, both in terms of durability and comfort. The fabric's composition is 77% cot-
ton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, approx. 370 g/m². The fabric is Oeko-Tex certified.

The flame resistant treatment reacts with the cotton fibres in the fabric and forms a stable compound that pro-
vides permanent flame resistance. The fabric is certified according to the following standards: 

• EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, D0, E3, F1 
• EN ISO 11611, Class 1
• EN 1149-5
• IEC 61482-2, Class 1
• EN 471 (For high visibility fabric)

Please see the first two pages in the flame resistant section for information on the above-mentioned stan-
dards. Note: for information on the standards to which the garment is certified, see the information for the rel-
evant garment.
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Flame resistant 370 g/m²

Clothing for welders!

Jacket

Flame resistant jacket that also withstands welding. It has pre-bent 
sleeves and is adjustable at the bottom for extra comfort. Double 
chest pockets, ID card pocket and detachable key strap. Inside the 
jacket, there is a large inner pocket with zip as well as a mobile 
phone pocket. The jacket closes with snap fasteners. Fabric: 77% 
cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, canvas, approx. 370g/m². 
Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

CE: EN ISO 11611, A1 – Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 E3 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 772076269  Navy/red
 772076299  Black/grey

Boiler suit

Flame resistant boiler suit, e.g. for welding work. Provided with double 
chest pockets, rule pocket, knife button, mobile phone pocket, leg 
pocket, ID card pocket and detachable key strap as well as pre-bent 
knees with internal knee pockets. The boiler suit closes with snap fasten-
ers. Use matching, approved, long kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 
or 972292. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, canvas, 
approx. 370g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 124,  146 - 158

CE: EN ISO 11611, A1 – Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 E3 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 845076269    

Trousers

Flame resistant trousers that also withstand welding work. Pro-
vided with rule pocket, knife button, mobile phone pocket and 
ID card pocket, as well as pre-bent knees with internal knee 
pockets. Use matching, approved, long kneepads, order no: 
972294, 972290 or 972292. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyes-
ter/1% antistatic, canvas, approx. 370 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  92 - 124,  146 - 158

CE: EN ISO 11611, A1 – Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 E3 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 205076269  Navy/red
 205076299  Black/grey

New!

Boiler suit

Flame resistant boiler suit similar to 845076269 but with 
through pockets under the side pockets. (As a result, these 
two boiler suits have somewhat different certifications). 
Fabric 77% cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, approx. 
370 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 124,  146 - 158
CE: EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1

EN ISO 11611, A1 - Class 1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 852056269    
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Shirt

Flame resistant shirt with hidden snap fasteners and two 
practical chest pockets. Fabric: 98% cotton/2% antistatic. 
230 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE:  EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1  
                 EN 1149-5 
                 EN 61482-1-2, class 1

Order no: 953054825  Red
 953054869  Navy
 953054899  Black

Polo shirt with long sleeves

A comfortable flame resistant polo shirt with long 
sleeves. Fabric 60% modacrylic/40% cotton, 265 g/
m². Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE:  EN ISO 11612 A1, B1, C1
                 IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 984625  Red
 984676  Navy
 984699  Black

Boiler suit

Boiler suit, navy/red with buttons and knee pockets. The boiler suit 
has passed the EBR electric arc test. Fabric: A good flame resistant 
(Proban) all-round fabric in 100% cotton for industrial use. The fab-
ric has good air permeability, low progressive shrinkage, good dura-
bility and low (which is good, of course) charge acceptance with 
respect to static electricity. Weight 340 g/m². The boiler suit is 
approved for use during welding work or similar activities.  Use 
matching, approved short kneepads, order no: 972291 or 972293. 
Wash 85º.

Size:  46 - 64,  100 - 120,  148 - 156
CE: EN531-A,B1,C1 

EN470-1 
EBR approved

Order no: 844004569    

Now also available in 
red and black!

Flame resistant
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Winter flame resistant

Padded, flame resistant jacket

Padded, flame resistant jacket with high protective collar, zip 
with wind resistant placket, lots of functional pockets, inner 
pocket, removable and adjustable hood and cuffs inside the 
sleeve ends. Elastic drawstring in both hood and at the bottom, 
ID card pocket in right chest pocket. Zip in the back's lower 
section to make printing on the back easier. Material 55% 
modacrylic, 44% cotton, 1% antistatic, 290 g/m². The jacket 
has fully taped seams and is thus wind and waterproof. Wash 
40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, F1

IEC 61482-2, Class 1
EN 1149-5
EN 343 Class 3.3

Order no: 766057869    

Winter flame resistant

Lightly padded, flame resistant trousers

Lightly padded, flame resistant trousers with leg pocket. There 
is an ID card pocket in the leg pocket. Zips on the bottom edge 
of the trouser legs. Fabric: 55% modacrylic, 44% cotton, 1% 
antistatic, 290 g/m². The trousers have fully taped seams and 
are thus wind and waterproof. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, F1

IEC 61482-2, Class 1
EN 1149-5
EN 343 Class 3.3

Order no: 219057869    

To fulfil EN 343, class 3.3, the garment has minimum water-
proofing of 13,000 mm after 5 washes and breathability of at 
least 8,000g/m²/24h after 5 washes.

Inherent fibre
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Flame resistant high visibility
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Flame resistant high visibility

Flame resistant high visibility clothing

Jacket

Flame resistant high-visibility jacket with many practical details 
such as, for example, comms radio attachments, two chest pock-
ets and two side pockets. There is a roomy inner pocket and a 
mobile phone pocket inside the jacket. Fabric 77% cotton/22% 
polyester/1% antistatic, approx. 370 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN 471, Class 1
 EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
 EN 1149-5
 IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 778086269    

New!

Fabric Description
The fabric has good proper-
ties, both in terms of dura-
bility and comfort. The 
fabric's composition is 77% 
cotton/22% polyester/1% 
antistatic, approx. 370 g/
m². The fabric is Oeko-Tex 
certified.
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Flame resistant high visibility

Jacket

Flame resistant high visibility jacket with pre-bent sleeves, 
adjustable at the bottom for good comfort. Several practical 
pockets, ID card pocket and detachable key strap. Inside the 
jacket, there is a large inner pocket with zip as well as a mobile 
phone pocket. Yellow/navy. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyes-
ter/1% antistatic, canvas, approx. 370 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

CE: EN 471 – Class 3 for sizes S-4XL
EN 471 – Class 2 for size XS
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 779176211    

Carpenter trousers

Functional, flame resistant, high visibility trousers with tool 
pockets, rule pocket, knife button, hammer loop, mobile phone 
pocket, first-aid pocket, leg pocket, ID card pocket, pen pock-
ets and detachable key strap, as well as pre-bent knees with 
internal knee pockets. Use matching, approved, long kneepads, 
order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Yellow/navy. Fabric: 
77% cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, canvas, approx. 370 
g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 62,  96 - 124,  146 - 158

CE: EN 471, Class 2
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 204076211    

Carpenter trousers

Functional, flame resistant, high visibility trousers with tool 
pockets, rule pocket, knife button, hammer loop, mobile phone 
pocket, first-aid pocket, leg pocket, ID card pocket, pen pock-
ets and detachable key strap as well as pre-bent knees with 
internal knee pockets. Use matching, approved, long kneepads, 
order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Yellow/navy. Fabric: 
77% cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, canvas, approx. 370 
g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120,  146 - 156

CE: EN 471, Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 208176269    
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Flame resistant high visibility

Welding clothing that stands out!

Jacket

Flame resistant, high visibility jacket that also withstands welding. It 
has pre-bent sleeves and is adjustable at the bottom for extra com-
fort. Double chest pockets, ID card pocket and detachable key 
strap. Inside the jacket, there is a large inner pocket with zip as well 
as a mobile phone pocket. Yellow/navy. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% 
polyester/1% antistatic, canvas, approx. 370 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

CE: EN 471 – Class 3 for sizes S-4XL
EN 471 – Class 2 for size XS

EN ISO 11611, A1 – Class 1
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 E3 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 772176211    

Trousers

Flame resistant, high visibility trousers that also withstand 
welding. Provided with rule pocket, knife button, mobile 
phone pocket and ID card pocket, as well as pre-bent knees 
with internal knee pockets. Use matching, approved, long 
kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Yellow/
navy. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, 
canvas, approx. 370 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  92 - 124,  146 - 158

CE: EN 471, Class 2
EN ISO 11611, A1 – Class 1

EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 E3 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 205176269    

Boiler suit

Flame resistant, high visibility boiler suit that also withstands 
welding. Provided with rule pocket, knife button, mobile 
phone pocket and ID card pocket, as well as pre-bent knees 
with internal knee pockets. Use matching, approved, long 
kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Yellow/
navy. Fabric: 77% cotton/22% polyester/1% antistatic, can-
vas, approx. 370 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 124,  146 - 158

CE: EN 471, Class 1
EN ISO 11611, A1 – Class 1

EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 E3 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 847076269    
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Jacket

Flame resistant high visibility jacket with pre-bent sleeves, 
adjustable at the bottom for good comfort. Several practical 
pockets, ID card pocket and detachable key strap. Inside the 
jacket, there is a large inner pocket with zip as well as a mobile 
phone pocket. Yellow/navy. Fabric: 55% modacrylic/protex/
38% cotton/5% Kevlar/2% antistatic. Weight: 340g/m². Wash 
60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

CE: EN 471 – Class 3 for sizes S-4XL
EN 471 – Class 2 for size XS
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1 

Order no: 779176011    

Carpenter trousers

Functional, flame resistant, high visibility trousers with tool 
pockets, rule pocket, knife button, hammer loop, mobile 
phone pocket, first-aid pocket, leg pocket, ID card pocket, 
pen pockets and detachable key strap, as well as pre-bent 
knees with internal knee pockets. Use matching, 
approved, long kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 
972292. Yellow/navy. Fabric: 55% modacrylic/protex/
38% cotton/5% Kevlar/2% antistatic. Weight: 340g/m². 
Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 62,  96 - 124,  146 - 158

CE: EN 471, Class 2
EN ISO 11612, A1 B1 C1 F1
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 204076011    

Flame resistant high visibility

Fabric Description
Fabric: 55% modacrylic/protex/
38% cotton/5% Kevlar/2% 
antistatic. Weight: 340g/m².

Flame resistant with inherent fibres
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Flame resistant sweatshirt with long zip

Flame resistant sweatshirt with long zip. Two side pockets, the 
right one with secure pocket and D-ring. Inner pocket and cuff 
at the bottom and at the end of the sleeves. Fabric 54% 
modacrylic/ 44% cotton/ 2% antistatic, 375 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 1 

EN ISO 11612, A1 A2 B1 C2 F2
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 948086469    

Flame resistant high visibility

New!

Flame resistant sweatshirt with long zip

Flame resistant sweatshirt with long zip and cosy comfort. Two 
side pockets, the right one with secure pocket and D-ring. Inner 
pocket and cuff at the bottom and at the end of the sleeves.
Fabric 54% modacrylic/ 44% cotton/ 2% antistatic, 375 g/m². 
Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes S-4XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for size XS
EN ISO 11612, A1 A2 B1 C2 F2
EN 1149-5
IEC 61482-2, Class 1

Order no: 947086411    

Flame resistant high visibility clothing

New!

Inherent fibre
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Flame resistant high visibility

Flame resistant high-visibility 
polo shirt with long sleeves, 
antistatic

Long sleeved, flame resistant, antistatic, 
high visibility polo shirt. Fastens with 
buttons. Fabric: 60% Protex, 39% Viloft, 
1% AST (Jersey). Weight 180 g/m².

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612 A1 B1 C1 F1

EN ISO 1149-5
EN 471 class 3

Order no: 326201    

Flame resistant, high visibility, Class 3 vest

Flame resistant high-visibility Class 3 vest. Yellow/
orange. 100% polyester, 130 g/m². Chest pocket.

Size:  M - 2XL
CE: EN471-3

EN14116 index 1

Order no: 308210    

Flame resistant high-visibility 
polo shirt with long sleeves

Long sleeved, flame resistant high visi-
bility polo shirt. Fastens with buttons. 
Fabric: 40% polyester, 36% Protex, 
24% Viloft. Weight 250 g/m².

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612 A1 B1 C1 F1

EN 471 Class 3

Order no: 326200    
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Flame resistant/high visibility 

Flame resistant/high visibility - winter

Parka

Flame resistant, high visibility parka with removable lining, 
drawstring in the waist, removable hood and lots of roomy 
pockets, zip in the back's lower section to make printing on the 
back easier. ID card pocket in right chest pocket. Yellow/navy. 
All the seams are taped. Fabric: Inherent fibre 55% Protex/
Modacrylic, 44% cotton, 1% antistatic, 290 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN471, Class 1  
 EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, F1
 IEC 61482-2, Class 1
 EN 1149-5. 
 EN 343 Class 3.3

Order no: 765077869    

Jacket

Padded, flame resistant high visibility jacket with removable 
hood and lots of roomy pockets, zip in the back's lower sec-
tion to make printing on the back easier. Drawstring at the 
bottom plus cuffs inside the sleeves to retain warmth. ID card 
pocket in right chest pocket. Yellow/navy. All the seams are 
taped. Fabric: Inherent fibre 55% Protex/Modacrylic, 44% 
cotton, 1% antistatic, 290 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN471, Class 3
 EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, F1
 IEC 61482-2, Class 1
 EN 1149-5 

EN 343 Class 3.3

Order no: 767087811    

Fabric Description
Fabric: Inherent fibre 55% Protex/Modacrylic, 
44% cotton, 1% antistatic, 290 g/m².

To fulfil EN 343, class 3.3, the garment has minimum water-
proofing of 13,000 mm after 5 washes and breathability of at 
least 8,000g/m²/24h after 5 washes.

Inherent fibre

- winter garments
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Flame resistant/high visibility - winter

Keep warm with lined clothing!

Parka

Padded, flame resistant high visibility parka with drawstring at 
the waist, removable hood and lots of roomy pockets, zip in the 
back's lower section to make printing on the back easier. Draw-
string at the bottom plus cuffs inside the sleeves to retain 
warmth. ID card pocket in right chest pocket. Yellow/navy. All 
the seams are taped. Fabric: Inherent fibre 55% Protex/
Modacrylic, 44% cotton, 1% antistatic, 290 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN471, Class 3. 
 EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, F1
 IEC 61482-2, Class 1 
 EN 1149-5
 EN 343 Class 3.3

Order no: 768087811    

Trousers

Lightly padded, flame resistant, high visibility trousers with 
leg pocket. There is an ID card pocket in the leg pocket. Zips 
on the bottom edge of the trouser legs. Yellow/navy. All the 
seams are taped. Fabric: Inherent fibre 55% Protex/
Modacrylic, 44% cotton, 1% antistatic, 290 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN471, Class 2
                EN ISO 11612, A1, B1, C1, F1
                IEC 61482-2, Class 1
                EN 1149-5
                EN 343 Class 3.3

Order no: 226087811    

Fabric Description
Fabric: Inherent fibre 55% Protex/Modacrylic, 
44% cotton, 1% antistatic, 290 g/m².

To fulfil EN 343, class 3.3, the garment has minimum water-
proofing of 13,000 mm after 5 washes and breathability of at 
least 8,000g/m²/24h after 5 washes.

Inherent fibre
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Flame resistant rainwear

Flame resistant rainwear

Abeko flame resistant rain jacket 100 cm 

Hood with cord. Zip and front placket. Fabric: Safetec, PU/
polyamide 200 g/m². Waterproofing: 8000 mm. 

CE: EN ISO 14116 1 5H 40 
EN 471 class 3. EN 343

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 323088    

Abeko flame resistant rain trousers

Elastic and drawstring with buckle at the waist. Fabric: 
Safetec, PU/polyamide 200 g/m². Waterproofing: 8000 
mm. 

CE: EN ISO 14116 1 5H 40  
EN 471 Class 2. EN 343

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 323089    

Garda jacket Midi 100 
Flame resistant/antistatic

Flame resistant in accordance with EN14116 (previ-
ously EN533) and antistatic EN1149, high-visibility EN 
471 class 3. Zip, storm flap, pockets and removable 
hood, oil resistant. Made in Garda-Flex.

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 326357  Yellow/navy
 326358  Orange/navy

Garda trousers Puck 
Flame resistant/antistatic

Flame resistant in accordance with EN14116 (previ-
ously EN533) and antistatic EN1149, high-visibility EN 
471 class 2. Drawstring at the waist and elastic, oil 
resistant. Made in Garda-Flex.

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 326359  Yellow/navy
 326360  Orange/navy

New! New!
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Flame resistant underwear

Flame resistant underwear

Polo

Fabric: 80% Merino wool/20% Pro-
tex M. Weight 225 g/m².

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612 A1 B1 C1
 IEC 61482-2

Order no: 308937    

Polo with zip

Fabric: 80% Merino wool/20% Pro-
tex M. Weight 225 g/m².

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612 A1 B1 C1
 IEC 61482-2

Order no: 308936    

Vest

Fabric: 80% Merino wool/20% 
Protex M. Weight 225 g/m²

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612 A1 B1 C1
 IEC 61482-2

Order no: 308930    

Short sleeved vest

Fabric: 80% Merino wool/20% 
Protex M. weight 225 g/m². The 
fabric is certified in accordance 
with EN ISO 11612 A1 B1 C1 and 
IEC 61482-2.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 984666    

Long underpants Women's

Fabric: 80% Merino wool/
20% Protex M. Weight 225 g/m².

Size:  XS - XL
CE: EN ISO 11612 A1 B1 C1
 IEC 61482-2

Order no: 984665    

Long underpants Men

Fabric: 80% Merino wool/20% 
Protex M. Weight 225 g/m².

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612 A1 B1 C1
 IEC 61482-2

Order no: 308932    

False polo

Fabric: 50% Merino wool/50% 
Protex M. Weight 200g/m². 
Fabric certified in accordance 
with EN ISO 14116.

Order no: 984662    

Balaclava

Fabric: 50% Merino wool/
50% Protex M. Weight 
200g/m². Fabric certified in 
accordance with EN ISO 
14116.

Order no: 984663    

Boxers Women's

Fabric: 80% Merino wool/
20% Protex M. Weight 225 
g/m². The fabric is certified 
in accordance with EN ISO 
11612 A1 B1 C1 and IEC 
61482-2.

Size:  XS - XL

Order no: 984664    

Boxer shorts Men's

Fabric: 80% Merino wool/20% 
Protex M. Weight 225 g/m². 
The fabric is certified in accor-
dance with EN ISO 11612 A1 B1 
C1 and IEC 61482-2.

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no: 308931    
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Flame resistant underwear

Flame resistant underwear and rainwear

Socks and bras

Sports bra

59% modacrylic/39% cotton/2% 
Lycra. Fabric certified in accordance 
with EN ISO 11612 A1 B1.

Size:  Cup A-D, 70-95

Order no: 984679    

Thin wool socks

Thin wool socks, 95% wool/5% 
Lycra. Weight: 790 g/m². Fabric cer-
tified in accordance with EN ISO 
11612 A1 B2 C2.

Size: 36-40, 41-46

Order no: 984660    

Ragg socks

Ragg socks, 80% wool/18% 
polyamide/2% elastane. Weight: 
840 g/m². Fabric certified in accor-
dance with EN ISO 11612 A1 B2 
C3.

Size: 36-40, 41-46

Order no: 984661    

Polo shirt with zip

Fabric: 85% Merino wool/15% Pro-
tex M. Weight 360g/m².

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612 A1 B2 C2
 IEC 61482-2

Order no: 308927    

Jacket with full zip

Fabric: 85% Merino wool/15% 
Protex M. Weight 360g/m².

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612 A1 B2 C2
 IEC 61482-2

Order no: 305577    

Trousers without fly

Fabric: 85% Merino wool/
15% Protex M. Weight 360 g/m².

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 11612 A1 B2 C2
 IEC 61482-2

Order no: 308928    
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High visibility clothing

Trousers Class 2

Comfortable trousers with extra pocket with zip on the left leg. 
These trousers do not have kneepad pockets. Wash 85º.

Size:  46 - 62,  96 - 120,  146 - 156
CE: EN471 class 2

Order no: 2570N3511  Yellow/grey, 250 g Discontinued colour!
 2570X3611  Yellow/navy, 300 g

2570Z3618  Orange/black, 300 g

Fabric Description
Our high visibility collection is man-
ufactured in two different fabrics, 
both with good resistance to dirt. 
The fluorescent fabric is a mix of 
80% polyester, 20% cotton and 
comes in two weights: 250 g/m² 
and 300 g/m². 

The non-fluorescent fabric is a mix 
of 65% polyester/35% cotton, 
weight 300 g/m².

The fabric is flexible and very
strong. The keywords for this col-
lection are good comfort, high 
strength and minimal shrinkage. 

Carpenter trousers Class 2

Carpenter trousers with D-rings, ID card holder, tool pockets, rule and 
mobile phone pocket. Inner knee pockets. The trousers are reinforced 
with polyamide at the knees and bottom of the legs.. Use matching, 
approved, long kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. Wash 
85º.

Size:  46 - 62,  96 - 120,  146 - 156
CE: EN471 class 2

Order no: 2580N3511  Yellow/grey, 250 g Discontinued colour!
 2580X3611  Yellow/navy, 300 g

2580Z3618  Orange/black, 300 g
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High visibility clothing

Dungarees Class 2

Dungarees with tool pockets and inner knee pockets. The 
dungarees are reinforced with polyamide at the knees and 
bottom of the legs.. Use matching, approved, long kneepads, 
order no: 972 294, 972 290 and 972 292. Wash 85º.

Size:  46 - 62,  100 - 120,  148 - 156
CE: EN471 class 2

Order no: 1200X3611  Yellow/navy, 300 g
1200Z3618  Orange/black, 300 g

Trousers Class 1

Trousers with leg pockets, mobile phone pocket and 
inner knee pockets. The trousers are reinforced with 
polyamide at the knees and bottom of the legs.. Navy/
yellow. 65% polyester/35% cotton. Use matching, 
approved, long kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 
and 972292 Wash 85º.

Size:  46 - 62,  100 - 120,  146 - 156
CE: EN471 class 1

Order no: 663003611  Yellow/navy, 300 g

Carpenter trousers class 1

Carpenter trousers, Class 1. The trousers have an excellent fit and are 
reinforced in exposed areas, including the knees and below the 
knees. Roomy, durable side pockets, D-rings and clever solutions to 
keep your mobile phone, keys etc. organised. An ID card pocket is 
located under the tool pocket on the right. Practical rule pocket and 
extra leg pocket with zip. The knee pockets have an improved design 
and dimensions to comply with the new CE standard. Use matching, 
approved, long kneepads, order no: 972294, 972290 or 972292. 
Cotton, 350 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  44 - 64,  96 - 120,  146 - 156
CE: EN471-1

Order no: 665170469  Navy
 665170499  Black
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Tool vest Class 2

Vest with tool pockets. Wash 85º. 

Size:  M - 2XL
CE: EN471 class 2

Order no: 448003611  Yellow/orange, 300 g 

High visibility clothing

Shorts with tool pockets Class 2

Shorts with tool pockets with D-rings, ID card holder, 
rule and mobile phone pocket. Weight 300 g/m². 
Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 60
CE: EN471 class 2

Order no: 032003611  Yellow
 032003618  Orange

Shorts with side pockets class 2

Comfortable high visibility shorts with mobile phone 
pocket and extra pocket with zip on the left leg. Weight 
300 g/m². Wash 85º.

Size:  44 - 60
CE: EN471 class 2

Order no: 031003611  Yellow
 031003618  Orange

High visibility jacket Class 3

A jacket for those who want to be seen; reflective 
details on the shoulders for visibility from above. D-
rings and clever solutions for keeping keys organised. 
An ID card pocket is located under the right chest 
pocket. Wash 85º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN471 Class 3

Order no: 7820N3511  Yellow/grey, 250 g/m²
 7820X3611  Yellow/navy, 300 g/m²
 7820Z3618  Orange/black, 300 g/m²

Fabric Description
Our high-visibility collection in two different fabrics, both with good resis-
tance to dirt. The fluorescent fabric is a mix of 80% polyester, 20% cotton 
and comes in two weights: 250 g/m² and 300 g/m². 

The non-fluorescent fabric is a mix of 65% polyester/35% cotton, weight 300 
g/m². The fabric is flexible and very strong. The keywords for this collection 
are good comfort, high strength and minimal shrinkage. 

Discontinued colour!
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High visibility clothing

Sweatshirt

Fabric: 50% polyester/50% cotton. Weight: 315 g/m². 
Wash 60º.

Size:  S - 2XL
CE: EN471 Class 3

Order no: 055079811  Yellow/navy
 055079818  Orange/black

Sweatshirt

Round neck sweatshirt with elastic reflective details for 
the best comfort. Fabric 50% cotton/50% polyester, 
300 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes M-4XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for sizes XS-S

Order no: 067039811  Yellow/black
 067039818  Orange/black

Sweatshirt

Sweatshirt with long zip, vertical chest pocket and elastic 
reflective details for the best comfort. Two side pockets, 
the right one with secure pocket and D-ring. Fabric 50% 
cotton/50% polyester, 300 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes M-4XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for sizes XS-S

Order no: 937039811  Yellow/black
 937039818  Orange/black

Hooded Top

Hooded top with long zip, vertical chest pocket and 
elastic reflective details for the best comfort. Two side 
pockets, the right one with security pocket and D-ring 
and hood with net lining tightened with a drawstring. 
Fabric 50% cotton/50% polyester, 300 g/m². Wash 
60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN ISO 20471, Class 3 for sizes M-3XL

EN ISO 20471, Class 2 for sizes XS-S

Order no: 940039811  Yellow/black
 940039818  Orange/black

New!

New!New!

Visibility garments
You can find unclassified visibility 
garments on pages 11 and 20-21.
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High visibility clothing

T-shirt

Fabric: 75% polyester/25% viscose. 
Weight: 175 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  M - 2XL
CE: EN471 class 3

Order no: 053079511  Yellow/navy
 053079518  Orange/black

Polo shirt

Fabric: 75% polyester/25% viscose. 
Weight: 175 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  M - 2XL
CE: EN471 class 3

Order no: 054079511  Yellow/navy
 054079518  Orange/black

High visibility vest Class 2

High visibility vest in 100% polyester, 130 g/m². Zip.

Size:  XS - 2XL
CE: EN471 class 2

Order no: 307886  Yellow
 307887  Orange

High visibility vest class 3

100% polyester, 130 g/m². Chest pocket.

Size:  M - 2XL
CE: EN471 class 3

Order no: 308310  Yellow/
orange
 322960  Yellow

Softshell jacket Class 3

Water repellent, high visibility jacket in three-layer softshell rip-
stop with good breathability. A very comfortable, light and 
practical jacket. Sleeve pocket, chest pocket and inner pocket 
with zips. Fabric: 90% polyester/6% polyurethane/4% elas-
tane, 375g/m². The fabric has 10,000 mm waterproofing and 
breathes 4000 g/m²/24h; however, the jacket seams are not 
taped. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN471 class 3

Order no: 932036111  Yellow
 932036118  Orange
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High visibility clothing

Laminated fleece jacket

A fleece jacket that is both windproof and water resistant. 
The jacket has two side pockets, one with a zip, plus a mobile 
phone pocket and a large inner pocket. Option to adjust the 
jacket's width at the bottom and the wrists. Fabric 100% 
polyester, 325g/m². The fabric has 5000 mm waterproofing 
and breathes 2000 g/m²/24h. However, the jacket seams are 
not taped. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN471 class 3

Order no: 925079711  Yellow
 925079718  Orange

Fleece jacket

Fleece jacket with two roomy pockets, one with a D-ring, for 
example, for fastening keys to. The right pocket has an extra 
pocket with zip. Elastic drawstring at the bottom, warm col-
lar and reflective details also on the shoulders for extra visi-
bility. Fabric: 100% polyester, weight approx 300 g/m². 
Wash 60°.

Size:  XS - 4XL
CE: EN 471, Class 3 for sizes S-4XL

EN 471, Class 2 for size XS

Order no: 935039711  Yellow
 935039718  Orange

New!
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Wind & waterproof clothing that breathes!

Functional clothing - high visibility

ProTec functional & winter jacket Class 3

Wind and waterproof, breathable, all seams taped. 
Detachable hood. The jacket has a mesh liner and also a 
removable padded lining so it can be used all year 
round. Waterproof zips under the arms for ventilation. 
Chest pocket with waterproof zip and inner strap for ID 
card. Side pockets, mobile phone pocket and inner 
pockets. 100% polyester with PU laminate on the 
reverse side. 10000 mm waterproofing, breathes 5000 
g/m²/24h. Weight 200 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN471 class 3

Order no: 87125417  Yellow/black
 331021      Orangey red/black

ProTec functional trousers Class 1

Wind and waterproof, breathable, all seams taped. 
Mesh lining, removable straps, inner knee pockets for 
kneepads, snow lock. Reinforcement on the knees and 
lower edge. Back pocket with zip and rule pocket. 
100% polyester with PU laminate on the reverse side. 
10000 mm waterproofing, breathes 5000 g/m²/24h. 
Weight 200 g/m². Use matching, approved short knee-
pads, order no: 972291 or 972293. Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN471 class 1

Order no: 87130417  Black/yellow
 331022      Black/orangey red

ProTec winter boiler suit class 3

Wind and waterproof, breathable, all seams taped. 
Mesh lining, removable hood, internal knee pockets 
for kneepads, snow lock. Reinforcement on the knees 
and lower edge. External chest pocket with waterproof 
zip. 100% polyester with PU laminate on the reverse 
side. 10000 mm waterproofing, breathes 5000 g/m²/
24h. Weight 200 g/m². Use matching, approved short 
kneepads, order no: 972291 or 972293. Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN471 class 3

Order no: 331047  Yellow/black
 331065  Orangey red/black

New!
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Shell jacket, high visibility, women's

Functional women's shell jacket with practical side 
pockets and a chest pocket, all three pockets with zip. 
D-ring in the right side pocket. Press-fitted reflective 
details. Removable and adjustable hood, plus cuffs in 
the sleeve ends. Inside the jacket there are a pen 
pocket and two inner pockets, one of which is closed 
with a zip. Also inside the jacket is a zip so the jacket 
can be opened out, for example if you want to print 
on the back. Elastic drawstring in the hood and at the 
bottom. Fabric 100% polyester, 230 g/m². The jacket 
has fully taped seams and is thus wind and water-
proof. Wash 40°.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN 471, Class 3 for sizes M-3XL

EN 471, Class 2 for sizes XS-S
EN 343 class 3.3

Order no: 546036911  Yellow/black
 546036918  Orange/black

Functional clothing - high visibility

57

Functional shell jacket for women!

To fulfil EN 343, class 3.3, the garment has minimum water-
proofing of 13,000 mm after 5 washes and breathability of at 
least 8,000g/m²/24h after 5 washes.
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Functional high visibility shell jacket

Functional wind and waterproof jacket with taped seams. 
Ventilation openings under the arms. Side pockets close 
with zips. D-ring to secure items such as keys. Detachable 
hood. Inner pocket with zip, phone pocket and pen pocket. 
Fabric: 100% polyester with PU coating on the inside. 
Weight 220g. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN471 class 3

EN343 class 3,3

Order no: 734006611  Yellow
 734006618  Orange

Functional clothing - high visibility

Winter-lined functional parka

Parka with taped seams. Removable hood. Lots of pockets, 
including the popular Napoleon pocket. There are two extra 
mesh pockets on the inside that expand slightly when you 
pack. Padded with a quilted lining; light, warm and flexible. 
100% polyester, 220g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN471 class 3

EN343 class 3.3

Order no: 735076611  Yellow
 735076618  Orange

Functional high-visibility shell trousers

Shell trousers with taped seams. Side pockets with zip 
and flap. The trousers can be opened at the bottom of 
the legs, so they are easy to pull over boots. A water/
snow lock keeps the damp out. Two back pockets and 
a leg pocket, all with flap. Fabric: 100% polyester with 
PU coating on the inside. Weight 220g. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 2XL
CE: EN471 class 2

EN343 class 3,3

Order no: 298006611  Yellow
 298006618  Orange

Winter hat

The outer fabric is wind and watertight yet 
breathable. Fleece lined.  Wash 40º.

Size:  M - L

Order no: 090076611  Yellow
 090076618  Orange

To fulfil EN 343, class 3.3, the garment has minimum water-
proofing of 13,000 mm after 5 washes and breathability of at 
least 8,000g/m²/24h after 5 washes.
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Winter high visibility

Winter high visibility

Hood

Hood to match the parka. Feels 
good when it is cold, windy and 
raining! Wash 40º.

Size:  M - L

Order no: 088006511  Yellow
 088006518  Orange

Winter hat 

Classic winter hat in polyester/cotton. Pile lining. 
Wash 40º.

Size:  M - L

Order no: 092176511  Yellow
 092176518  Orange

Winter jacket Class 3

Winter jacket with extended back. The zip is two-way. 
Fleece lined collar. All outer pockets are provided with zips. 
In the large pocket, placed under the front edging, there is 
space for large documents and a mobile phone. Cuffs on 
the sleeves for extra warmth. Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN471 class 3

Order no: 7980X6511  Yellow/navy
 7980N6511  Yellow/grey
 7980Z6518  Orange/black

Winter parka Class 3

Parka with fleece lined pockets. The chest pocket is 
provided with a zip, as is the pocket below the front 
edging, which also has a mobile phone pocket. Cuffs 
on the sleeve ends. Removable hood can be bought 
separately. Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN471 class 3

Order no: 7460X6511  Yellow/navy
 7460N6511  Yellow/grey
 7460Z6518  Orange/black

Fabric Description
An easy-care fabric with good resistance to dirt. 
The outer fabric consists of 75% polyester and 
25% cotton, and the weight is 260 g/m². 
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Winter high visibility

Winter trousers Class 2

Winter trousers, provided with plenty of pockets, with 
belt loops and D-ring for keys. The legs are pre-bent 
for the best fit. Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN471 class 2

Order no: 2810X6511  Yellow/navy
 2810N6511  Yellow/grey
 2810Z6518  Orange/black

Jacket Class 3/Vest Class 2

Two garments in one. The sleeves are easy to remove, 
to produce a vest. Side pockets and two chest pockets 
with zip. A padded jacket with inner pocket and 
mobile phone pocket. Elastic in waistband. The front 
zip can be pulled up into the collar. Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN471 class 2/3

Order no: 7990X6511    
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Clothing for those working in healthcare and 
nursing, kitchens/restaurants and cleaning/service

The Nytello catalogue

Order our latest catalogue with Nytello 
clothing for those working in healthcare and 
nursing, kitchens/restaurants and cleaning/
service! 

Order no: KAT009    (in Swedish)

Nytello
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White clothing

Light and flexible clothing for those 
who work with food
Our clothing is sewn in fabrics that are as light and flexible as possi-
ble; 65% polyester and 35% cotton, 245 g/m². An informal design 
means the clothing is "easily worked" and pleasant to wear. All the 
pocket openings are covered, with special consideration for the food 
industry. No external chest pockets. All buttons are metal, which 
increases traceability in the process. Unisex sizes reduce the number 
of garments in store.

Long coat

Coat with inner chest pocket on the left side and two 
front pockets with flap. Adjustable waist (tab and but-
ton). Slits in the sides, placket and adjustable sleeve 
width with buttons. Unisex. Wash 85º.

Size:  XS - 2XL

Order no: 5102601    

Boiler suit

Broad hem allows adjustment to longer 
inner-leg length. Inner chest pocket on 
the left side. Two back pockets with 
flap. Adjustable waist (elastic and but-
ton). Hip pocket with flap and pen 
pocket. Rule pocket. Two front pockets. 
Unisex. Wash 85º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 8272601    

Jacket and men's trousers

Jacket with inner chest pocket on the left side. 
Two front pockets with flap. Adjustable waist 
(tab and button). Placket and adjustable sleeve 
width with buttons. The men's trousers have a 
broad hem making it possible to adjust to a 
longer inner-leg length. Back pocket with flap. 
Hip pocket with flap and pen pocket. Rule 
pocket. Two front pockets. Belt loops. 65% 
polyester and 35% cotton. Wash 85º.

Size:  Trousers: 46 - 60, Jacket: XS - 2XL

Order no: 2322601  Men's trousers
4102601  Jacket
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Women's trousers

Broad hem allows adjustment to longer inner-leg 
length. Back pocket with flap. Elastic waist with elastic 
at the sides. Hip pocket with flap and pen pocket. Rule 
pocket. Two front pockets. Belt loops. Wash 85º.

Size:  34 - 50

Order no: 2722601    

Baker's shirt

Inner chest pocket on the left 
side. Slits at the sides. Unisex. 
Wash 85º.

Size:  XS - 2XL

Order no: 3502601    

Unisex trousers

Elastic and drawstring at the waist. 
Two side pockets. One back pocket 
with flap. Snap fasteners in the hem 
allow the leg width to be adjusted. 
Wash 85º.

Size:  XS - 2XL

Order no: 2342601    

Shirt, long or short sleeved

Inner chest pocket on the left side. 
Placket and adjustable sleeve width 
with buttons. Slits at the sides. Uni-
sex. Wash 85º.

Size: Long sleeved: XS - 4XL
 Short sleeved:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 3722601  Long sleeved 
 3712601  Short sleeved  

Complete your outfit with dif-
ferent coloured hats. See more 
about hats, caps and hairnets 
in the section on disposable 
clothing.

White clothing
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T-shirts, polo shirts, shirts

T-shirt

Very high quality T-shirt. Double neckband. 100% 
cotton, 160 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  S - 3XL (white, navy, black XS-3XL)

Order no: 237601  White
237625  Red
237636  Grey melange
237638  Dark grey
237663  Royal blue
237669  Navy blue
237699  Black

Short sleeved polo shirt

Classic polo shirt in 100% cotton (dark grey 
melange 60% cotton/40% polyester), 235 g/m². 
Wash 60º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 238201  White
 238225  Red
 238265  Royal blue
 238269  Navy
 238298  Dark grey melange
 238299  Black

Work shirt

The shirt is available in 100% cotton and 65% polyester/35% 
cotton. Shirt, cotton: An attractive shirt in 100% cotton. Shirt 
polyester/cotton: The same model as the cotton shirt, but a little 
more robust and slightly more colourfast, thanks to the polyester 
and cotton mix. 200 g/m². Wash 60º.

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no: 963009938  Cotton, dark grey
 963009969  Cotton, navy
 963009999  Cotton, black
 963009825  Polyester/cotton, red
 963009838  Polyester/cotton, dark grey
 963009865  Polyester/cotton, royal blue
 963009869  Polyester/cotton, navy
 963009899  Polyester/cotton, black
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Accessories

Belt

Polypropylene belt, black with grey text, bottle opener 
on the back of the buckle. Length 120 cm, width 39 
mm.

Order no: 082070099    

Stretch belt with bottle opener

We have added a touch of stretch to this belt for your 
comfort. We have built a bottle opener into the buckle. 
Practical on warm days when you long for a cold drink. 
Length 120 cm, width 39 mm. Black.

Order no: 973196    

Leather belt

Width 39 mm. Length, size: S (78-92 cm), M 
(92-106 cm), L (106-120 cm)

Size:  S - L

Order no: 973103  Black
 973170  Brown

Cotton belt

This broad cotton belt keeps your trousers in place dur-
ing the working day. On the back of the buckle, you will 
find a bottle opener. Useful on warm days when you 
need to open a refreshing drink with ease. Length 120 
cm, width 39 mm.

Order no: 973036  Dark grey
 973069  Navy
 973099  Black

Belt, Carpenter ACE

Cotton belt with ACE print and bottle opener on the 
back of the buckle. Fabric: 100% cotton, metal buckle. 
Length 130 cm, width 39 mm. Black with print.

Order no: 080070099    Work braces 

Order no: 207999  Black braces with clips
 206999  Black braces, elastic with clips
 208999  Black braces, elastic with straps
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Accessories

External kneepads

Very comfortable kneepads in dura-
ble PVC-coated fabric with thick, 
expanding insert. Elastic band with 
Velcro, which sits under the hollow of 
the knee.

Order no: 66000    

Kneepads in extra strong rubber/PU

Our strongest kneepads in rubber/PU. The 
rubber and polyurethane combination gives 
good comfort. The kneepads mould them-
selves to the knees, so you are stable even 
when kneeling. Dimensions: 290x147x30 mm.

Order no: 972294    

Rubber kneepads

Strong kneepads in black rubber. The kneepads are 
available in two lengths. The appropriate length is 
stated in the trouser description. The kneepads mould 
themselves to the knees, so you are stable even when 
kneeling.

Order no: 972290  290x147x16 mm
 972291  240x147x16 mm

Polythene kneepads

Strong kneepads in grey polythene. The kneepads are 
available in two lengths. The appropriate length is 
stated in the trouser description. 

Order no: 972292  290x147x20 mm
 972293  240x147x20 mm
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Socks Grolls 3-pack

Socks Grolls 3-pack, made in 88% cot-
ton, 12% nylon.

Size: 36-39, 40-45, 46-48

Order no: 283170    

Socks Grolls Coolmax thick

Socks Grolls Coolmax thick, made of 70% 
coolmax, 25% polyamide, 5% elastane.

Size: 37-39, 40-43, 44-47

Order no: 283160    

Socks Grolls Coolmax thin

Socks Grolls Coolmax thin, made of 
70% coolmax, 25% polyamide, 5% 
elastane.

Size: 37-39, 40-43, 44-47

Order no: 283150    

Merino wool socks

Warm and comfortable wool socks in 
77% merino wool, 11% polyamide, 
9% Cordura and 3% Lycra.

Size: 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

Order no: 308400    

Accessories

Neck warmer in merino wool

Practical garment that can be used in 
many different ways to keep your head 
and neck warm. One size. 100% Merino 
wool, 210 g/m².

Order no: 86804    

Tool pockets

Detachable, functional tool pockets with many practical 
pouches for tools, pens etc. Very suitable for attach-
ment, for example, to winter trousers art. no. 
225077599. Fabric 100% polyamide, 210 g/m². Wash 
60°. 

Order no: 907075099    New!

Bag 1832

Sporty water repellent bag for your clothes and gad-
gets! Can also be used as a backpack. Removable shoul-
der straps and practical pocket in the flap with zip and 
pocket for address label. Volume approx. 42 litres. 
Length 50, height 20, width 30 cm.

Order no: 325964    New!
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Accessories

Knitted hat

Knitted hat in wool/acrylic with Gore 
Windstopper. One size.

Order no: 226525  Red
226569  Navy blue
226599  Black

Knitted hat with reflective thread

Knitted hat in wool/acrylic with Gore Windstop-
per and with 3M reflective thread. One size.

Order no: 226625  Red
226669  Navy blue
226699  Black

Knitted hat

Knitted hat in 100% acrylic 
Thinsulate. One size.

Order no: 226899  Black

Black fur hat

Warm and comfortable fur hat in polyamide with 
nylon lining. The fake fur is pleasantly warm and 
withstands below zero temperatures. Available in 
sizes 58 and 60. Björnkläder embroidery on back.

Size: 58 and 60

Order no: 226799    

Baily Hat

Light and comfortable hat in single jersey with soft 
fleece lining. Perfect for applying transfers. 100% 
cotton single jersey knitted with 100% polyester 
fleece lining. 180 g/m².

Order no: 323476  Black
 323687  Royal blue
 323688  Red
 323689  White
 325064  Navy
 325069  High visibility yellow
 325070  High visibility orange

ProTec winter hat

Windproof, waterproof, breathes. All the seams are 
taped. The brim and side ear-flaps can be folded up. 
Fleece lining. One size, adjustable.

Order no: 331062  Black
 331063  Orange
 331064  Yellow

New!

New!
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Underwear

Grolls Underwear

Complete base layer (vest and long under-
pants) in functionally treated polyester, per-
fect for active use! Long back. The fabric 
breathes and lets moisture through. Packed 
in a paper box. Weight: 155 gram/m². 
Wash 60°.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 322363    

Univern base layer

Thin and comfortable base layer in 100% polyester, 
transports moisture away from the body; good fit, 
long back and polo neck with zip.  Weight: 190 
gram/m². Wash 60°. 

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 96304    

Wear functional fabric that
breathes and holds in the heat!

Grolls micro fleece base layer

Microfleece underwear. Microfleece belongs to the so-
called "midlayer" when you dress according to the multi-
layer principle. It provides a layer that retains the warmth 
and lets the moisture from the base layer pass through. 
The zip in the polo-neck gives you the opportunity to 
ventilate or zip up, depending on the conditions. Black. 
100% polyester. Wash 60°.

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 322347    
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Merino wool base layer

Facts about Merino wool
The wool of the Merino sheep is 
fine and curly, trapping plenty of 
air to provide good thermal insu-
lation. The name "Merino" was 
probably given to the sheep dur-
ing the 15th century, when Spain 
was a major supplier of wool. 
"Merinos" was the name of the 
royal sheep inspectors. Our wool 
comes from Uruguay where 
mulesing is not practiced.

Merino wool base layer

Björnkläder's wool base layer combines Merino wool with artifi-
cial fibre bringing together the best properties of these materials. 
You benefit from both the Merino wool's thermal insulation and 
the artificial fibre's strength, durability and ability to transport 
moisture. Anti-odour. Dark grey with rust-red seams. 50% wool/
50% polyester, 210g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 050079438  Functional top, Merino wool, dark grey
 051079438  Zip polo, Merino wool, dark grey
 052079438  Long underpants, Merino wool, dark grey

Underwear
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Wool/acrylic underwear

Björnkläder's middle layer is a mix of wool/acrylic 
that works over a broad temperature range. The wool 
gives warmth while the artificial fibres add strength 
and the ability to wick moisture. A thicker fabric gives 
more warmth than thinner underwear. Non odour. 
Black with orange seams. 60% wool/40% acrylic, 
250 g/m², inside in loop terry cloth. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 058079299  Zip Polo
 059079299  Long underpants

Warm wool underwear that breathes!

Underwear
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ACE winter jacket

ACE winter jacket

Padded jacket that complements our Carpenter ACE collec-
tion. The jacket is taped and made in very strong structured 
polyamide. The jacket has a detachable hood, high protective 
collar, hefty wind placket over the zip and can be tightened at 
the bottom. It is also fitted with many practical pockets. On 
the inside - a smart, printed pattern and, of course, both an 
inner pocket and a mobile phone pocket. There is also a zip 
inside the jacket, so the jacket can be opened if you want, for 
example, to print on the back. Fabric: 100% polyamide, 290 
g/m², waterproofing: 6,000 mm. Black. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 754077699  

A really hardwearing winter jacket
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ACE three-layer jacket
ACE three-layer jacket

Three-layer jacket

A new, tough, two-colour, three-layer jacket that looks 
great when combined with clothing from our ACE col-
lection. The jacket has ventilation under the armholes, 
an adjustable and removable hood, reflective details 
and inner pocket. Fabric 100% polyamide, 270g/m². 
The jacket is fully taped and thus wind & waterproof. 
10,000 mm, 10,000 g/m². Wash 40º. 
Discontinued model!

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 701075777  Petrol/Dark petrol
 701075799  Black/Grey
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Sky Dry shell jacket

We have developed, tested, improved and tested again before we were pleased. A lot of effort 
has been put into the cutting, fit and pocket placement to ensure the best function. Sleeves and 
legs are pre-bent for maximum freedom of movement, while the garment's reflective effects pro-
vide some visibility when you are on the roadside. We have carefully selected the fabric. Apart 
from being strong, it naturally also breathes and is water and windproof. The fabric has a discrete 
melange patterning (apart from the black fabric, which is just black).

Sky Dry shell jacket

Shell jacket - the outer layer when you dress according to the 
layer-on-layer principle. Detachable hood, high collar, wind 
placket over the zip, can be tightened at the bottom, everything 
to keep the wind and cold out and the body heat in. Pockets are 
always needed, you will find many here, and even an ID card 
system, obviously useful. A light, flexible and functional all-year-
round jacket. Reflective details mean you are more visible in the 
dark! 190g/m², 5000mm, 5000g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 741076838  Grey melange
 741076869  Navy blue melange
 741076899  Black

Fabric Description
741076838, 69       73% nylon/27% polyester
741076899            100% polyamide/nylon

Sky Dry shell jackets
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Wind and waterproof shell jackets!

Sky Dry shell jacket

Shell jacket

Light shell jacket lined with light grey, striped polyester lining 
and mesh lining. Grey reflective details for some visibility, 
chest pocket, detachable hood and inner pocket with zip. 
Also inside the jacket is a zip so the jacket can be opened 
out, for example if you want to print on the back. Elastic 
drawstring in the hood and at the bottom. Fabric 100% 
polyamide, 150 g/m². The jacket has fully taped seams and is 
thus wind and waterproof. 10,000 mm. 
10 000 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL
CE: EN343

Order no: 729075869  Navy
 729075899  Black

Shell jacket, women's

Light women's shell jacket lined with light grey, striped 
polyester lining and mesh lining. Grey reflective details for 
some visibility, chest pocket, detachable hood and inner 
pocket with zip. Also inside the jacket is a zip so the jacket 
can be opened out, for example if you want to print on the 
back. Elastic drawstring in the hood and at the bottom. Fab-
ric 100% polyamide, 150 g/m². The jacket has fully taped 
seams and is thus wind and waterproof. 
10,000 mm, 10,000 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN343

Order no: 545075825  Red
 545075869  Navy
 545075899  Black
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Sky Dry parka

Winter parka

Padded parka lined with light grey, striped polyester lining. High pro-
tective collar, wind placket over the zip, can be tightened at the waist 
and bottom. Grey reflective details for some visibility, chest pocket, 
side pockets, storage pockets, sleeve pocket, inner pocket and Napo-
leon pocket. Detachable hood. There is also a zip inside the jacket, so 
it can be opened if you want, for example, to print on the back. Cuffs 
inside the sleeve ends. Elastic drawstring in the hood and at the bot-
tom. Fabric 100% polyamide, 150g/m². The parka is fully taped and 
thus wind and waterproof. 10,000 mm. 
10 000g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL, Black: S - 4XL
CE: EN343

Order no: 749075869  Navy
 749075899  Black

Winter parka, women's

Padded women's parka lined with light grey, striped polyester lin-
ing. High protective collar, wind placket over the zip, can be tight-
ened at the waist and bottom. Grey reflective details for visibility, 
chest pocket, side pockets, storage pockets, sleeve pocket and 
Napoleon pocket. Detachable hood. There is also a zip inside the 
jacket, so it can be opened if you want, for example, to print on 
the back. Cuffs inside the sleeve ends. Elastic drawstring in the 
hood and at the bottom. Fabric 100% polyamide, 150 g/m². The 
parka is fully taped and thus wind and waterproof. 10,000 mm, 
10,000 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL
CE: EN343

Order no: 540075825  Red
 540075869  Navy
 540075899  Black
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Sky Dry shell trousers

Shell trousers with both side and back pockets that can be 
sealed, D-ring in the right pocket, pre-bent knees and 
snow lock. The trouser leg bottoms can be opened and are 
reinforced. Reflective details provide some visibility. Fabric: 
100% polyamide/nylon, 190g/m², the fabric has 5000mm 
waterproofing and breathes 5000g/m²/24h. Taped trou-
sers. Black. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 221076899    

Sky Dry trousers

Sky Dry lined and unlined trousers!

Sky Dry winter trousers

Wind and waterproof trousers. The waistband is elastic 
and a bit wider to ensure greater comfort. Both the 
side and back pockets can be sealed; the trousers have 
pre-bent knees, snow lock and the leg bottoms can be 
opened to facilitate putting them on and taking them 
off. 100% polyamide/nylon, 190g/m², 5,000 mm, 
5,000 g/m². Black. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 2XL

Order no: 223076899
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Sky Dry jacket
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Sky Dry jacket

New winter jacket in the Sky Dry collection!

Sky Dry winter jacket

Properly padded winter jacket with taped seams. The jacket has 
two side pockets, a chest pocket, a horizontal outer pocket, an 
inner pocket that is closed with a zip and a so-called Napoleon 
pocket inside the front placket. There is also a zip inside the 
jacket, so the jacket can be opened if you want, for example, to 
print on the back. Fabric 100% polyamide/nylon, weight 
approx. 190g/m². The material has 5000 mm waterproofing 
and breathes 5000 g/m²/24h. Wash 40°.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 705078725  Red/grey/black
 705078738  Grey/black/red
 705078769  Navy/black/grey
 705078799  Black/black/red

New!
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Sky Dry winter jacket

Padded jacket has a detachable hood, high 
collar, wind placket over the zip and can be 
tightened at the bottom. Many practical 
pockets, ID card pocket, D-ring in the right 
pocket. Reflective details provide some visi-
bility. There is an inner pocket with zip, pen 
pocket and mobile phone pocket on the 
inside. Cuffs on the inside of the sleeve 
ends. Zip at the bottom of the back, so it is 
easy to print, for example, a company logo 
on the garment. Fabric: 100% Nylon, 
190g/m². The material has 5000 mm 
waterproofing and breathes 5000 g/m²/
24h. Taped jacket. Black. Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 740076899    

Sky Dry jacket

Sky Dry 
winter jacket
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Pilot jackets

Winter pilot jacket

Practical and comfortable pilot jacket with great flexibility. Per-
fect for service professionals and drivers who often step in and 
out of the vehicle. The jacket has all the pockets you could 
desire, including a special pocket for your mobile phone. Lin-
ing in pleasant warm pile and protective wind placket at the 
front to keep the wind and cold out. Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 751006569  Navy
751006599  Black

Fabric Description
Our pilot jackets are manufactured in 
an easy-care material with good 
resistance to dirt. The jacket is in 
100% polyester, with a weight of 
260 g/m². The material is flexible 
and durable.

Pilot jacket

Pilot jacket with reinforcements. We have lined the collar with 
pile for warmth, wind resistant placket behind the zip, cuffs at 
the end of the sleeves and many pockets. 100% polyester, 
260g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no: 738076569  Navy
 738076599  Black

Pilot jackets
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Pilot jacket

A really warm pilot jacket in water repellent fabric. Two 
proper side pockets, a chest pocket and a so-called 
Napoleon pocket inside the front placket. Cuff at the 
bottom and reinforced elbows. There is also a zip 
inside the jacket, so the jacket can be opened if you 
want, for example, to print on the back. Fabric 65% 
polyester/35% cotton, 235 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 704077599    

Winter trousers

Practical winter trousers in water repellent fabric with 
many smart details. Two side pockets, two back pockets 
with flap, leg pocket with "several pockets in one", rule 
pocket, knee pockets, ID card pocket, zips at the bottom 
of the legs to make it easy to get the trousers on and off, 
as well as reflective details on the back of the legs. Rein-
forced knees. You are welcome to order removable tool 
pockets 907075099 and kneepads 972294, 972290 or 
972292. Fabric 65% polyester/35% cotton, 235 g/m². 
Wash 40º.

Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 124

Order no: 225077599    

New!

New!

Tool pockets

Detachable, functional tool pockets with many prac-
tical pouches for tools, pens etc. Very suitable for 
attachment, for example, to winter trousers art. no. 
225077599. Fabric 100% polyamide, 210 g/m². 
Wash 60°.

Order no: 907075099    

New!

Pilot jacket and winter trousers
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Pilot jacket and winter trousers
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Winter jacket

Winter jacket

Winter jacket with quilted padding, plus an outer fabric that 
breathes and is wind and waterproof. We haven't taped the 
seams; nevertheless, that fabric withstands pressure equivalent 
to 5000 mm waterproofing. Collar with fleece, cuffs on the 
sleeves and long back. Many pockets and ID card pocket. 
100% polyamide, 190g/m². 5000mm, 5000g/m². Wash 40º. 
Discontinued model!

Size: S - 3XL, Dark grey/black:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 739078736  Grey/black
 739078738  Dark grey/black
 739078769  Navy/black
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Winter boiler suits

Winter boiler suit with knee pockets

The boiler suit withstands wet and wind but it is not 
completely waterproof. The boiler suit has reinforce-
ments and a rule pocket with knife button, as well as 
pockets for kneepads. Two-way zip on the legs to 
make it easier to put on and take off, even while wear-
ing boots. The hood is detachable. Navy. 100% poly-
ester, 260 g/m².  Use matching, approved short 
kneepads, order no: 972291 or 972293. Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no: 876076569    

Winter boiler suits

ProTec winter boiler suit, men's 
and women's model

Wind and waterproof, breathable, all seams taped. 
Waterproof zips under the sleeves for ventilation, water-
proof zips on the chest and side pockets. Detachable 
hood. Removable belt at the waist, snow lock, internal 
kneepad pockets. 100% polyester with PU laminate on 
the reverse side. 10000 mm waterproofing, breathes 
5000 g/m²/24h. Weight 200 g/m². Use matching, 
approved short kneepads, order no: 972291 or 972293. 
Wash 40º.

Size:  Men's: XS - 3XL, Women's: 34 - 42

Order no: 865045  Black/grey
 331086  Black/yellow
 331066  Black/red
 331067  Black/red - women's model
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Winter jacket and vest

ProTec winter jacket

Wind and waterproof, breathable, all seams taped. 
Waterproof zips under the sleeves for ventilation, 
waterproof zips on the chest and side pockets. Detach-
able hood. 100% polyester with PU laminate on the 
reverse side. 10000 mm waterproofing, breathes 5000 
g/m²/24h. Weight 200 g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  XS - 3XL

Order no: 815045  Black/grey
 331068  Black/yellow
 331069  Black/red

Black winter vest

Vest in tough, functional and durable outer fabric 
supplemented with waterproof fabric, including 
across the shoulders. Reflective details provide some 
visibility. Collar with fleece, zip with wind resistant 
placket, can be tightened at the bottom. 6 pockets in 
total, including mobile phone pocket. Black. 100% 
polyamide, 300g/m². 5000mm, 5000g/m². Wash 
40º.

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 458078899    
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ProTec winter jacket
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Jubilee Carpenter winter jacket

Winter jacket, Jubilee Carpenter

Winter jacket in 100% cotton with reinforced elbows. 
Lined with warm pile, except at the sleeves where we 
have placed quilted lining to make it easier to put the 
jacket on and take it off. A perfect jacket for craftsmen. 
Here, you have a total of six pockets, seven if you count 
the small tool/pen pocket. Extended back, cuffs on the 
inside of the adjustable sleeves, wind flap and collar with 
pile. 100% cotton, 350g/m². Wash 40º.

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 753070469  Navy
 753070499  Black
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Jacket Midi 100 class 3

Certified jacket with zip, storm flap, pockets and 
detachable hood. Certified according to EN 471 class 
3. Made in Garda-Flex.

Size:  S - 2XL
CE: EN471-3

Order no: 255569  Yellow/navy
 255568  Orange/navy

Puck trousers class 2

Trousers with drawstring at the waist and elastic. Cer-
tified according to EN 471 class 2. Made in Garda-
Flex.

Size:  S - 2XL
CE: EN471-2

Order no: 255570  Yellow/navy
 255571  Orange/navy

Rainwear

Rainwear

Raincoat with rain trousers

The raincoat is 100 cm long and has a hood and 
waterproof pockets on the front. Practical lower 
edge that can be folded up. Fastens with snap 
fasteners at the front. The trousers have a draw-
string at the waist. Both the coat and the trou-
sers are made in GARDA-Flex.

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 255507  Raincoat, orange
 255558  Raincoat, black
 255506  Trousers, orange
 255560  Trousers, black

Full rainwear

Complete rainwear. Jacket with hood, 
pockets with rain lock on the front and 
drawstring at the pocket. Zip at the front, 
internal storm flap. Trousers with draw-
string at the waist. Made in GARDA-Flex.

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 255501  Navy
 255557  Orange
 308809  Black

Spolis washing boiler suit

Full boiler suit with water lock in the 
sleeves and the bottom of the trou-
ser legs. Hood with drawstring. Fas-
tens at the front with snap fasteners. 
Made in GARDA-Flex.

Size:  M/L - XL/XXL

Order no: 326355  Navy blue
 326356  Corn blue

Jacket Midi 100 Flame resistant/antistatic

Flame resistant in accordance with EN14116 (previ-
ously EN533) and antistatic EN1149, high-visibility EN 
471 class 3. Zip, storm flap, pockets and removable 
hood, oil resistant. Made in Garda-Flex.

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 326357  Yellow/navy
 326358  Orange/navy

Trousers Puck Flame Resistant/antistatic

Flame resistant in accordance with EN14116 (previ-
ously EN533) and antistatic EN1149, high-visibility EN 
471 class 2. Drawstring at the waist and elastic, oil 
resistant. Made in Garda-Flex.

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 326359  Yellow/navy
 326360  Orange/navyNew! New!

New!
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Rainwear

Jacket 100 cm with hood

Hood with cord. Snap fasteners. Fabric: Atec, 
PU/polyamide 170 g/m². Waterproofing: 8,000 
mm.

Size:  Navy: S - 2XL, Orange: XS - 2XL

Order no: 322047  Orange
 323083  Navy

Trousers

Elastic and drawstring with buckle at the waist. 
Fabric: Atec, PU/polyamide 170 g/m². Water-
proofing: 8,000 mm. 

Size:  Navy: S - 3XL, Orange XS - 3XL

Order no: 340131  Orange
 308537  Navy

Leg protection

Fastened with hooks, two positions. 
Fabric: Atec, PU/polyamide 170 g/m². 
Waterproofing: 8000 mm. 

Size:  One size

Order no: 306376  Orange
 323082  Navy

Rainwear Charlie, set

Jacket: Detachable hood. Two pockets. Drawstring at 
the bottom. Velcro adjustment at the sleeve ends. 
Reflective details at the sleeve ends and the bottom 
of the back. Phone inner pocket. Trousers: Elastic and 
drawstring at the waist. Velcro adjustment and 
reflective details at the end of the trouser legs. 
Colour: Black. Fabric:  Atec, PU/polyester 170 g/m². 
Waterproofing: 5,000 mm. 

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 323084    

Atec and Safetec from Abeko
A very soft and flexible PU material that is wind 
and waterproof and has welded seams.Rainwear

Rocky jacket and trousers

Lined with polyester/mesh. Waterproof-
ing: 10,000 mm. Breathability: 5,000 g/
m²/24h. Fabric: 600Dx600D Oxford 
Nylon. Lining: Polyester/mesh. The trou-
sers are reinforced with Cordura. Black.

Size:  XS - 4XL

Order no: 324256 Jacket
324257 Trousers    

Åbo jacket class 3 and trousers class 2

Lined with polyester/mesh. Fabric: 600Dx600D 
Oxford Polyester Lining: Polyester/mesh Water-
proofing: 10,000 mm Breathability: 5,000 g/m²/
24h. The trousers are reinforced with Cordura. Yel-
low/black.

Size:  S - 4XL

Order no: 325541Jacket 
325542 Trousers

New! New!
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Rainwear - high visibility

Jacket 100 cm with hood

Hood with cord. Snap fasteners. Fabric: Safetec, 
PU/polyamide 170 g/m². Waterproofing: 8000 
mm. 
EN 471 class 3. 

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no: 340203  Orange/navy
 323085  Yellow/navy

Trousers

Elastic and drawstring with buckle at the waist. Fabric: 
Safetec, PU/polyamide 170 g/m². Waterproofing: 
8000 mm. EN 471 Class 2. 

Size:  S - 3XL

Order no: 340215  Orange/navy
 323090  Yellow/navy

Leg protection

Fastened with hooks, two positions. Fab-
ric: Safetec, PU/polyamide 170 g/m². 
Waterproofing: 8000 mm. EN 471 Class 
2. 

Size:  One size

Order no: 323086  Orange
 323087  Yellow

Flame resistant rain jacket 
100 cm with hood

Hood with cord. Zip and front placket. 
Fabric: Safetec, PU/polyamide 200 g/m². 
Waterproofing: 8000 mm. 

CE: EN ISO 14116 1 5H 40 
EN 471 class 3. EN 343

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 323088    

Flame resistant rain 
trousers

Elastic and drawstring with buckle 
at the waist. Fabric: Safetec, PU/
polyamide 200 g/m². Waterproof-
ing: 8000 mm. 

CE: EN ISO 14116 1 5H 40  
EN 471 class 2. EN 343

Size:  S - 2XL

Order no: 323089    
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Find the right size

92

Sizes in centimetres
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Sizes in inches
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1832 - Leonard Groll opens his first workwear store
in Stockholm’s Old Town

1905 - Björnkläder is founded

2014 - Björnkläder celebrates 109 years!

A company with a long history 

History
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